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Engaging Cinema emphasizes the interactions between society and cinema and introduces

students to film studies as it is actually done by scholars and critics. In what ways do films influence

and interact with society? What social forces determine the kinds of movies that get made? How do

movies reinforceâ€•and sometimes overturnâ€•social norms? As societies evolve, do the films that

were once considered â€˜greatâ€™ slip into obscurity? Which ones? Why? These questions, and

many others like them, represent the mainstream of scholarly film studies today. In Engaging

Cinema, Bill Nichols offers the first book for introductory film students that tackles these topics

head-on. Published in a handy 'trade paperback' format, Engaging Cinema is inexpensive and

utterly unique in the fieldâ€•a perfect complement to or replacement for standard film texts.
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This book was peculiar. I was expecting something slightly more "engaging" when I read the title.

However, that being said I read all the way until the end to give it the benefit of the doubt. There

were numerous amounts of grammatical errors, in addition to the excessive amount of overly wordy

ideas. The book was physically of proper quality, however, its contents were lackluster.

Attempts to discuss film from a sociological perspective without actually acknowledging the field of

sociology or any sociological terms. I appreciate where the guy is coming from, but why treat this

social approach to film as a novelty when you could have drawn from richer material? Why

introduce a term like "the social imaginary" when C. Wright Mills already coined "the sociological



imagination" fifty years ago?I bought the book as a required text in a film analysis course, but

reading it really just made me wish the course was being taught by someone who actually had a

background in sociology.

This book is actually fun to read. I bought this for a college course and often find myself reading

ahead.

Something odd here. The writer appropriates Donald Bogle's 5 classification of Blacks in film, but

failed to give him credit.

Very good introduction book for film students. Very informative and helpful in the aspects of an

amateur filmmaker learning to start off.

Sometimes I just don't understand why people use those "fancy" and complicated words to describe

a very easy thing.The author, indeed, is a great writer and he really knows what he's talking about.

However this book uses so many complex words and as a English-as-Second-Language student,

this freaks me out.
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